
Tesla Scalar devices 

Tesla Scalar devices are based on the non-Hertzian technologies of Nikola Tesla. They have been developed as 
the result of over three decades of research works that have clearly confirmed the accord of our cosmological EDQ 
(Energy Density Quantifying) model of nature with ancient teachings about the unity of the matter and spirit, the whole 
cosmos as an expression of conscious, primordial spark that expresses itself in a lawful manner at different levels of 
existence as a specific vibrational structure in the universal harmony of Unity. Visible or not, nature is an expression of 
the successive development of the primal and all-pervasive essence. It has turned out that the ancient and eternal 
truths were discovered by Nikola Tesla in the secrets of natural principles and mechanisms, thus becoming the herald 
of the modern era, and the one who speaks, using the language of science, about the deepest mysteries of the world, 
the ones that mystical explorations have eternally craved for. 
 

 
 

The unique, reduced, special K9 EDQ Tesla coil is at the core of our equipment, designed according to the 
principles of multi-dimensional resonance and general cosmic harmony that Nikola Tesla copied into his Extra Coil, the 
most controversial element of his famous "Magnifying Transmitter" from Colorado Springs. This very special coil 
constitutes a scalar field of non-Hertzian type and generates stationary waves, the discovery of which Nikola Tesla 
deemed to be the culmination of his work. Our EDQ Model has predicted their existence and experimentally confirmed 
these waves in our laboratory for Tesla Technologies researches, and we named them Tesla’s waves. Substantial form 
of the same object, the carrier of such multidimensional vibrations we called Teslion, in view of the fact that it is a stable 
object on K9 quantum level, deeper, underneath the last material trace of light (photon K8), and makes these 
waveforms of subtle energy type very interactive both with the energy and information depths of beings and the living 
world. 

 

 
 

K9 EDQ generates multi-dimensional volumetric vibrations, constituting intelligent scalar fields in space, which 
emanate directly from the subtle-energy substrate, which Tesla called “active ether”, manifesting themselves in the form 
of harmonic volumetric oscillations that resemble the breathing. The properties of these intelligentscalar  fields are 
completely analogous to the ancient descriptions of the way of movement of the vital, all-pervasive life energy, Chi and 
Prana, and are in accord with the modern quantum-informational and biophysical studies that support the traditional 
approaches to the maintenance and improvement of health and wellbeing of the human spirit. 



 
 

Tesla Scalar devices contribute, in an easy, safe, and ecologically efficient way, to the harmonization and 
maintenance of general harmony of vibrations of man and nature, micro and macro cosmos, matter and spirit. 
Harmonization of the internal processes is reflected on the vitalization of cell structures, creating the necessary 
preconditions for clean and effective stimulation of self-regulatory and self-healing potentials of all the biostructures. The 
field generated by the K9 EDQ-LP coil, by its refined vibrational form, restores the natural conditions to the energy 
balance disrupted by the modern way of life - creating a safe foundation for a harmonious, healthy, and favorable 
psychophysical condition. 

 

 
 

In the absence of sufficiently sophisticated equipment, subtle, multidimensional energy vibrations can be 
registered indirectly and visualized in the form of their lower-dimensional projections that highlight some, but not all, the 
qualitative aspects of a scalar field. On the other hand, conscious intuitive-energy human being directly feels the 
changes that this field creates. 



The Polycontrast Interference Photography (PIP) has shown particularly strong and specific subtle energy 
changes in the ambient field, cognate to the bioenergy spectrum of the healing traditional, complementary methods. 

 

 
 

Long-term application in practice and numerous diagnostic methods, such as the PIP (Dr H. Oldfield) and GDV 
(Dr. Korotkov) technologies, have confirmed particularly positive effects on all the biostructures. Such an impression is 
confirmed by the Lotus and Onix diagnostic equipment from St. Petersburg, by which, through the ECG diagram 
obtained by analyzing the dynamics of heart rhythms, a series of physiological, psychological, and energy parameters 
are established. The same is a part of our ongoing methodology for checking of the psychophysical condition and its 
changes. 

 

 
 

The most important positive effects of non-Hertzian scalar fields of Tesla Scalar equipment are: 
 

* Purification of the living and working space environment by considerable reduction of the impact of harmful radiation of 
electromagnetic type, EM smog, as well as of geopathogenic radiation; 
* Harmonization of multilayered energy structures of the living creatures with the cosmic oscillations and balancing of 
physical-energy-informational entirety of bioorganisms; 
* Revitalization of the tissue on the cellular level by regulation of subtle-energy flows that trigger natural self-healing 
mechanisms; 
* Help in preservation of a healthy biosphere by a beneficial influence on the water, flora, and fauna, and ecosystems in 
general. 
 

 "Bearing in mind the experiments carried out and by what the EDQ Model indicates to us - Intelligent ether 
energies, although sensually inaccessible to us and hardly measurable (for the time being), are still a part of our Reality 
and Tesla technologies will, most likely, be the basis of the state-of-the art 21-century technologies." Goran Marjanovic, 
BSc, the author of the EDQ model and Tesla Scalar products.“ 

 
Goran Marjanovic, BscE, author of EDQ model and Tesla Scalar products. 


